
Bravida acquires Dala Klimat and
strengthens its position in Leksand
Bravida is acquiring the company Dala Klimat, thereby consolidating its position in
ventilation, installation, service, energy optimisation and mandatory ventilation checks in
Leksand. The company has sales of around SEK 10 million and four employees.

Dala Klimat was founded in 2006 by Peter Prepuk and now operates in the fields of ventilation,
installation, service, energy optimisation and mandatory ventilation checks. The company is a
modern service and contracting business with a strong focus on sustainable energy-efficient
solutions, working with large and small ventilation contracts and operating in the Dalarna
region. Customers include property owners, construction companies and housing associations
based in Dalarna.

“Dala Klimat is an interesting company with a good local reputation, strong customer
relationships and a highly skilled workforce. Together we will now enjoy a stronger local
presence and can provide our customers with an even better service. Dala Klimat will bring
expertise to our existing operations and increase our presence in Dalarna,” commented Mats
Axelsson, Regional Manager at Bravida. 

Peter Prepuk, who is currently CEO of Dala Klimat, will continue to be involved in the business
and will retain in his role as before. He commented:

“The acquisition allows us to offer our customers greater security in contracts and gives us the
opportunity to grow, with a broader range of skills to take on larger contracts and energy-saving
projects. We have a positive impression of Bravida’s approach and the way the local branch
offices are organised. We can now focus on enhancing our local presence in the market. I think
this will be a great move for all concerned.”

Bravida took over as owner on 1 July 2021.
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Bravida is the Nordic region’s leading provider of sustainable end-to-end solutions for
electrical systems,
heating and plumbing, HVAC and other technical functions in properties and facilities.
We have 12,000 employees and branches in around 180 locations across Sweden,
Norway, Denmark and Finland. www.bravida.com 

http://www.bravida.com/

